INTRODUCTORY
GUIDE TO
EVENTING
By Stéphane and Reba Fournier of Stewart Sporthorses

Introduction
Welcome to the world of eventing right here in New Brunswick. As owners, competitors, coaches, and
volunteers, we are lucky to have seen many facets of what this sport has to offer. It is exciting to know
that our sport is attracting more athletes and fans locally than ever before! What brings you to the
eventing community? Your coach? A friend? Foshay International #DareToDream? A book? A movie?
The paths to HTNB competition are varied, as are our members, which makes us a diverse, fun group.
The idea of this book was born in reflecting upon our own first experiences eventing and some of the
challenges we faced. We know it can be daunting to try something new, but we’ve made the mistakes so
you don’t have to! In briefly sharing our own experiences, we hope to demonstrate that we know some
of the struggles new eventers face and to offer some guidance to getting started.
Reba’s intro to eventing:
My first seasons of eventing were, well, a long time ago. They mostly revolved around a dun QH
mare who was a full time barrel racer, part time “let’s try eventing!” I often found myself competing
without a coach. Luckily for me, people are kind and helpful; truly I think eventers are some of the most
supportive people I’ve met. Still, I wore the wrong things (tank top), tried to warm up in draw reins, got
lost, forgot tack check – all while dressed in bright purple. Fortunately I was a carefree ignorant soul
who could “oops” my way out of a lot of potentially mortifying debacles without getting discouraged.
I am glad to have pushed through my messy start in eventing; it is now a prominent and
overwhelmingly positive part of my life. I went on to compete at the upper levels, work for several
professional eventers, and run a small training business. It is a pleasure to now help my own students
navigate their eventing debuts. I do wish I had had a guide like this starting out!
Stéphane’s intro to eventing:
In 2019, less than a year after taking up riding and entering my first dressage shows, I found
myself watching horse after horse come through the water complex at Foshay International in awe. I
turned to Reba, my coach and wife, and said, “This is so cool! I want to event!” After a whirlwind of
preparation, I completed my first horse trial just one month later – what a rush! Even with my coach at
my side guiding me through each step, navigating all 3 phases was an overwhelming experience. This
guide is a collection of things I think new eventers might find valuable, things I want readily accessible to
me in the upcoming seasons.
This book can help clarify the basics of eventing from the rider basics like “But what will I wear?!” to
spectator confusion, “How is this scored?” It can also serve as a reference for those who have been
through the basics, but might need a refresher, “What is speed fault time, again?” We hope you find it
useful. As always, if you need a hand or clarification, don’t hesitate to reach out to officials, competitors,
and your coach. You’re one of us!
Kick on and have fun,
Stéphane & Reba Fournier
Cover art: Stephane Fournier on Pretty Please, photos by Christine Bernard
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Types of Eventing Competitions in New Brunswick
Horse Trial
A Horse Trial consists of 3 phases taken place over one, two, or three days. Each phase is ridden on the
same horse throughout the competition. The three phases are:
a. Dressage
b. Show Jumping
c. Cross Country
The Dressage phase must be first. The Show Jumping and Cross Country phases may follow in any order.
The schedule or prizelist will indicate the order of the phases.

Combined Test
The Combined test consists of a Dressage phase and a Show Jumping phase, in any order. Each phase
must be ridden on the same horse. The competitor’s score from each phase is added together to
determine the result. A competitor may enter the same horse in two consecutive levels.

Derby
In New Brunswick, the Derby typically has only one phase: a cross country style phase that includes
show jumping elements. However, the rulebook indicates that derbies may also include a dressage
phase. The competitor must ride the same horse throughout.
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Eventing Levels
The following apply to sanctioned eventing competitions in Canada.
Starter
(Also known as Peewee)

- Maximum height for XC is 56 cm (22”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 56 cm (22”)

Pre-Entry

- Maximum height for XC is 70 cm (2’3”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 70 cm (2’3”)

Entry

- Maximum height for XC is 85 cm (2’9”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 85 cm (2’9”)

Pre-Training

- Maximum height for XC is 91 cm (3’0”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 91 cm (3’0”)

Training

- Maximum height for XC is 100 cm (3’3”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 100 cm (3’3”)

EV105

- Maximum height for XC is 105 cm (3’5”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 105 cm (3’5”)

Preliminary

- Maximum height for XC is 110 cm (3’7”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 110 cm (3’7”)

Intermediate

- Maximum height for XC is 115 cm (3’9”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 120 cm (3’11”)

Advanced

- Maximum height for XC is 120 cm (3’11”)
- Maximum height for stadium is 125 cm (4’1”)

Memberships
At Starter, Pre-Entry, Entry & Pre-Training you will need:




Provincial Horse Trials Association Membership (HTNB Membership) www.htnb.org
Provincial Equestrian Association Membership (NBEA Membership) www.nbea.org
Equestrian Canada Bronze Sports Licence www.equestrian.ca

At Training & EV105 you will need:





Provincial Horse Trials Association Membership (HTNB Membership) www.htnb.org
Provincial Equestrian Association Membership (NBEA Membership) www.nbea.ca
Equestrian Canada Silver Sports Licence www.equestrian.ca
Active Horse Recording www.equestrian.ca
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Dressage Regulations
What is Dressage?
What is dressage? Dressage is a series of movement in a pattern, called a “test,” performed at a walk,
trot, or canter. The intention of dressage is to demonstrate the proper physique, gait and obedience of
the horse. Dressage also showcases the harmony between rider and horse.

Scoring
Marking: The judge(s) will award good marks from 0 to 10 for each movement of the test and may
award half marks (i.e. 7.5). Collective marks are also scored at the end of the test, and reflect the judge’s
overall assessment of:
-

Paces – Freedom and regularity.
Impulsion – The desire to move forward, elasticity of steps, and engagement of the hindquarters.
Submission – Attention and obedience, lightness and ease of the movement, accepting of the bridle.
Rider – Position and seat of the rider, correct use of aids.

Errors: Errors of course (i.e. performing the wrong movement) are penalized as follows:
1st time = -2 points
2nd time = -4 points
3rd time = Elimination
A competitor who fails to enter the arena within 45 seconds of the starting signal or who enters the
arena before the starting signal has been given will be penalized for an error of course.
Score Calculation: The good mark from 0-10 for each numbered movement of the dressage test and
each collective marks are added together deducing any errors of course. The percentage of maximum
possible good marks is calculated (total good marks minus errors divided by maximum possible good
marks then multiplied by 100) The score is rounded to two decimal digits. At a dressage show, this
would be your score!
In eventing, the dressage score is converted to penalty points to be carried through to the other phases
of competition. To convert the percentage mark into penalty points, the percentage mark is subtracted
from 100 with the figure rounded to one decimal digit. The result is the penalty score for the test. The
leader after dressage will be the competitor with the lowest penalty score.

Reasons for Elimination in Dressage







Receiving unauthorized assistance in the competition ring
Performing the Test in incorrect headgear, attire or equipment
Fall of a Competitor and/or Horse
Marked Lameness
All 4 hooves leave the ring before the completion of the test
Prolonged resistance of the horse
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Dressage Regulations
Attire









Helmet (black or dark colour)
Dark jacket with white or light shirt, stock and pin, or choker or tie – traditional dress
o Competitors at training level and below may compete without a jacket. In such cases a
long or short sleeve shirt of a conservative colour with a collar (with or without
neckwear) must be worn neatly tucked into their breeches
Gloves (dark colour, tan, beige, or white) are required
Breeches (white, light, or conservative colour without pattern)
Boots – black or dark brown. Boots must be long, in one piece or a full grain smooth leather leg
piece with matching leather boots.
Spurs are optional
Body protector / inflatable vest are permitted but not required

Equipment










Competitor number must be visible
English type saddle
Saddle pads may be shaped or square in white, black or conservative colour
Permitted bridle and bit - reference Equestrian Canada Eventing Rulebook
o Note that a smooth snaffle is required for all lower levels (Preliminary and below) in
dressage phase
One whip no longer than 120 cm
Spurs are optional
o Shank maximum length = 4 cm (from boot to end of spur)
o Rowels are not permitted
The following are forbidden in the dressage competition ring
o Boots or leg bandages of any kind
o Bit guard
o Ear plugs
o Fly shields
o Nose covers
o Seat covers

Tack Check
Competitors are required to present for a mandatory tack check before the start of the dressage phase.
A competitor may be required to remove or modify any equipment, attire, whip or spurs before the
competitor is permitted to enter the arena or start of a test.
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Cross Country Regulations
What is Cross Country
Cross Country tests the speed, stamina, and jumping ability of the horse. This is accomplish through
completing a course of solid obstacles. These obstacles are often specially constructed of materials such
as wooden logs, and stone walls with natural elements such as ditches and water increasing in difficulty.

Scoring (Training level and below)
1st refusal, run-out or circle at an obstacle
20 penalties
2nd refusal, run-out or circle at the same obstacle
40 penalties (additional)
rd
3 refusal, run-out or circle at the same obstacle
Elimination
th
4 refusal on course
Elimination
Fall of horse and/or Rider
Elimination
Over optimum time
0.4 penalties per second
Under speed fault time
1 penalty per second
Exceeding time limit
Elimination
Willful delay – at discretion of ground jury
15 penalties
Circling, breaking to trot, other efforts to waste time between the last fence and the finish is not allowed

Cross Country Timing
The optimum time and speed fault time will be posted at each competition for each level. The optimum
time depends on the distance of the course and the division optimum speed (in metres per minute), it is
used to penalize competitors for going too slow. The speed fault time is also based on distance and
speed, but penalizes competitors for going too fast. This means that it is not a case of “fastest time
wins,” but rather a window of time in which riders will not be penalized.
Level
Optimum time
Speed fault time

Training
400-450 mpm
500 mpm

Pre-Training
400 mpm
450 mpm

Entry
350 mpm
400 mpm

Pre-Entry
350 mpm
400 mpm

Starter
325 mpm
400 mpm

Example
An entry level course could be 2000 metres at optimum speed 350 mpm to give an optimum time of
5 minutes 43 seconds (5:43). The speed fault time for an entry level course of 2000 metres at 400 mpm
is 5 minutes (5:00).




If a competitors cross country time is between 5:00 and 5:43, no time penalties!
For every second faster than 5:00, a competitor will be penalised 1 penalty point.
For every second slower than 5:43, a competitor will be penalised 0.4 penalty points.

Starting
Riders will be given a reasonable warning when their turn is approaching. Riders must enter the “start
box” – typically a 3 sided fenced enclosure – the starter will count down from 10 until the rider starts
the course at their exact published ride time. Competitors may be led into the start box or enter
independently and can move around, through, or in/out of the start box as they please prior to the
actual start time. Horses may be held until the starter signals the rider to start; at that time the rider is
considered to be on course and assistance is not allowed. Running starts are not allowed as they may
provide an unfair advantage and safety risk, but horses need not be perfectly still in the start box.
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Cross Country Regulations
Reasons for Elimination in Cross Country













Deliberately starting before given the signal
Error of course not corrected
Failure to stop when signaled
Unauthorized assistance
Fall of competitor and/or horse
Exceeding time limit (twice the optimum time)
Omission of obstacle
Jumping an obstacle in the wrong direction, wrong order, or not on competitor’s course
Retaking an obstacle already jumped
Failure to pass start and finish flags mounted
Willful obstruction of an overtaking competitor or failure to follow the instructions of the
officials while being overtaken
Performing test with incorrect equipment or attire

Attire







Shirt of any colour with suitable short or long sleeves (must cover the shoulder)
Helmet of any colour)
Gloves are optional
Boots – black or dark brown
Spurs are optional
Protective vest is required – must meet or exceed ASTM F1937-04 (2017), BETA Level 3, EN
13158-2018

Equipment










Competitor number must be visible
English type saddle
Saddle pads of any colour
Boots optional – closed front boots without fleece or sheepskin lining are recommended
o Wraps are not recommended as they can slip dangerously if they become wet
Permitted bridle and bit – reference Equestrian Canada Rulebook Section D Eventing
Unrestricted running martingale with rein stops or Irish martingale permitted
One whip no longer than 75 cm (30”)
Studs are optional
The following are forbidden in cross country
o Side reins, running reins or balancing reins, standing martingale
o Tongue straps and/or tying down the tongue
o Hoof boots

Tack Check
The competitor may be required to present to tack check before being permitted to start cross country.
A competitor may be required to remove or modify any equipment, attire, whip or spurs. Tack check is
typically clearly identified by a vest or clipboard, but if unsure, ask another competitor or an official.
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Stadium Jumping Regulations
What is Stadium Jumping?
A course of obstacles designed to test the accuracy and jumping technique of the horse and rider. The
obstacles are designed to fall down if they are knocked.

Scoring (EV105 and below)
Knocking down an obstacle
1st refusal, run-out, or circle
2nd refusal, run-out, or circle in the round
3rd refusal, run-out, or circle in the round
First fall of horse or competitor
Over optimum time
Exceeding time limit

4 penalties
4 penalties
8 penalties
Elimination
Elimination
0.4 penalties per second
Elimination

Similar to XC, there is an optimum time for the stadium jumping round. There is no penalty – or reward
– for going faster, but every second slower than the posted optimum time is penalized 0.4 points.

Reasons for Elimination in Show Jumping
















Not entering the arena when the competitors number is called
Not entering the arena mounted or leaving the arena mounted
Any unauthorized assistance
Not stopping when the bell is rung during the test
Performing the test with incorrect equipment or attire
Jumping or attempting to jump an obstacle in the arena before the start of test
Starting before the signal is given and jumping the first obstacle of the course
Taking more than 45 seconds to jump an obstacle of the first part of a combination
Omitting to cross the starting and/or finishing lines between the flags
Jumping an obstacle in the wrong direction, wrong order, or not on competitor’s course
Omitting to jump an obstacle of the course
Not jumping all the fences of a combination again after a disobedience
Not crossing the finish line mounted before leaving the arena
Error of course not corrected
Showing an obstacle to the horse after a refusal and before stepping back to jump it

Attire







Dark jacket with white or light shirt, stock and pin, or choker or tie – traditional dress
o Competitors at training level and below may compete without a jacket. In such cases a
long or short sleeve shirt of a conservative colour with a collar (with or without
neckwear) must be worn neatly tucked into their breeches
Gloves (dark colour, tan, beige, or white) are optional
Boots – black or dark brown. Boots must be long, in one piece or a full grain smooth leather leg
piece with matching leather boots.
Spurs are optional
Body protector / inflatable vest are permitted but not required
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Stadium Jumping Regulations
Equipment










Competitor number must be visible
English type saddle
Saddle pads of any colour
Permitted bridle and bit - reference Equestrian Canada Eventing Rulebook
Unrestricted running martingale with rein stops or Irish martingale are permitted
Boots are optional – Open front or closed front are acceptable
One whip no longer than 75 cm (30”)
Spurs are optional – See Equestrian Canada Eventing Rulebook
The following are forbidden in stadium jumping
o Blinkers
o Side reins, running reins or balancing reins
o Standing martingale
o Tongue straps and/or tying down the tongue
o Hoof boots

Tack Check
The competitor may be required to present to tack check before being permitted to start stadium
jumping. A competitor may be required to remove or modify any equipment, attire, whip or spurs. Tack
check is typically clearly identified by a vest or clipboard, but if unsure, ask another competitor or an
official.

Sportsmanship






Be kind to your horse. Recognize that is he trying hard. Most errors are attributed to the rider.
Sometimes tensions run high but don’t forget to appreciate your peers and supporters.
Award ceremonies recognize great riding, but they also celebrate sponsors, spectators, and
organizers. Show your respect and gratitude by being dressed appropriately.
Officials are excellent resources. Be polite, thank them often, and don’t hesitate to reach out to
them with questions.
Warm up etiquette:
o Pass other riders left to left
o BE AWARE: eyes up, no headphones, no cellphones
o Warm up jumps must be jumped in the correct direction, white flag on left and red flag
on right. Jumping in the wrong direction is dangerous and cause for elimination from the
competition.
o Call a jump only when there could be confusion or if someone might be in the way.
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Horses Fitness











It is the responsibility of the riders to continually assess the fitness level of their horse.
It is strongly recommended the riders work with their coach to develop a fitness plan with the
specific horse’s need in mind. The following factors should be considered when developing a
fitness plan:
o Horses age
o Horses temperament
o Prior level of fitness
o Breed of the horse
o Intended level of competition
o Geographic location
o Prior injuries
It is important to keep in mind, while designing a fitness plan, the speeds and distances required
in the cross country phase:
o Starter & Pre-Entry:
up to 2,000 meters @ 350 mpm
- Consider slowly working up to a goal of 4:30 at XC speed
o Entry:
1,400 - 2,000 meters @ 350 mpm
- Consider slowly working up to a goal of 5:45 at XC speed
o Pre-Training:
1,500 – 2,250 meters @400 mpm
- Consider slowly working up to a goal of 5:40+ at XC speed
o Training:
1,800 – 2500 meters @ 450 mpm
- Consider slowly working up to a goal of 5:35+ at XC speed
Daily workouts should dedicate time to: Warm Up, Work Out, Wind Down, Cool Out
It is good practice to take horse’s temperature, pulse and respiration after cross country and
again 10 minutes later to assess recovery. Keep a record at each event to continuously monitor
your horse’s fitness level.
Competition season is busy, with schedules filled with schooling and competing. Ideally your
horse should be fit before the first competition and simply maintained throughout the season.
Rest is important too! Talk to your coach about the frequency and intensity of you sessions.
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Equine Health
Optimum health of your horse is essential for them to maintain their performance level and overall
feeling of well-being. The following are things to be considered for the competitive eventing season:








Get to know your horse.
o Inspect your horses legs in order to recognize and treat injuries
o Become familiar with your horse’s resting vitals. To know your horses resting vitals, take
the measurement 4 days in a row and average every value. Approximate normal vitals,
according to Equestrian Canada Stable Management manual, include:
 Temperature – 36.6°C to 37.8°C
 Heart Rate – 36 to 42 Beats per Minutes
 Respiratory rate – 12 to 24 Breath per Minutes
Be kind to your horse’s body
o Jumping is hard work and should be schooled sparingly. Optimize your jumping sessions
with your coach and discuss if independent jump schooling is necessary.
 Remember most things can be practiced well at a low height.
o Build up fitness slowly, with ample rest.
o Groom well before and after rides for improved circulation, massage, and coat health.
o Ensure equipment is well fitted and in good condition.
Keep up to date with vaccinations and worming
o Consult your vet to discuss fecal testing and worming regimens
o Consult your vet and coach for required vaccinations for health and competition
 In New Brunswick, mandatory vaccines to compete include influenza, rhino,
strangles and a coggins (blood test). Note some vaccines are only effective for 6
months, rather than 1 year. Collaborating with your vet is key.
Maintain regular hoof care
o Hooves should be trimmed and/or shod every 4-8 weeks, plan this around your
competitions accordingly.

Rider Fitness







As an athlete, your fitness is a key component to your performance. To effectively work with
your horse you need to have stamina and agility with good reaction time.
Cardiovascular exercise (running), core and strength exercise (weight lifting, planks, push-ups,
sit-ups), and flexibility exercise (yoga, stretching, Pilates) are all important for riders.
Athlete development programs recommend assessing fitness before the season, during the
season, and near the end of the season to keep track of level fitness level.
The following are examples of how fitness level could be tracked
o Beep test
o How many push-ups can you do in one minute
o How many sit-up can you do in one minute
o How long can you hold a plank
Nutrition and hydration are important and highly individualized. Consult your coach or dietitian
for a nutrition plan suitable for your athletic goals.
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Long Term Equestrian Development (LTED)
What is LTED?
LTED is an athlete development model built by Equestrian Canada using proven sport principles and
customized to equestrian sport. It describes a pathway for all equestrian athletes to enjoy equestrian
sport. The program is not only about building successful high-performance athletes, but also about
ensuring the highest quality riding experience for every person engaged in equestrian sport.
The specifics of this program are informative and helpful for riders, parents, and coaches. Find more
information and download your own LTED 2.0 resource at www.equestrian.ca.

How does HTNB’s LTED program fit?
Each year, the New Brunswick Equestrian Association (NBEA) funds athlete development in eventing.
With this support, HTNB designs a program each year based on past results, current needs of athletes,
facilities development, and growth of the sport in NB. The program varies from year to year to include as
many riders as possible and to achieve performance results, but the themes – inspired by EC’s LTED –
remain the same: inclusivity, progressing on the athletic pathways to success, participation and growth.
The funding subsidizes clinics, training, and competitions. The development part of the program
has typically focused on introducing new riders or horses to cross country in a fun, safe environment at
clinics or schooling. The competitive part of the program has typically focused on structured
requirements for lessons, cross country schooling, and competing. All riders show progress by
accomplishing Equestrian Canada rider levels or Canadian Pony Club ratings.
In the past, HTNB LTED riders have shown tremendous growth at all levels, including successes
in international competition and many individual and team medals at championships. Moreover, it
creates a fun “team environment” where athletes help, support, and learn from each other.
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Rider Levels
The national Learn to Ride program provides an avenue for lifelong learning and achievement.
Like similar programs in other successful sports such as swimming, skating, and gymnastics, this
structured program provides a progressive framework to follow, with small, attainable steps. Each level
requires more knowledge and skills in horsemanship and riding, with the goal of producing riders who
are well rounded, educated, safe, and capable. Upon successful evaluation, riders receive Rider Level
certificates. These are lifelong achievements that never expire! This evidence of your experience and
skill is an asset as certain levels are requirements for those going on to become nationally certified
coaches now or in the future.
Rider Levels are for everyone, at any level. For those starting, Rider Level 1 is a gentle
introduction and a great starting point. However, more advanced riders can enter the program at the
level most appropriate to their skills or skip a level by “Challenging a Level.” Riders who challenge a level
must pass all written tests up to and including the level being challenged, but typically only do stable
management and riding tests for the level they are challenging. Always consult your coach and review
the level requirements to help set attainable goals!
NOTE: while this program is used most consistently by EC certified Instructors and Coaches and
they are therefore well versed in preparation and level requirements, you do NOT need to be coached
by a certified coach to be involved in this his program. You may prepare with any instructor or coach.
Only certified coaches with additional training may evaluate rider levels.
Required: you cannot prepare for rider levels without the following resources, available at
https://equestrian-canada.myshopify.com/collections/accessories?sort_by=best-selling





Learn to Ride – English Levels 1-2
Learn to Ride – English Levels 3-4-5
Learn to Ride – English Levels 6-7-8
Stable Management Manual

For more information such as the rubric for each rider level, study guide for written tests, video
examples of riders at each level, and who can evaluate rider levels in your area, visit:
https://nbea.ca/Programs-National-Riding
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Competition Tips
How to Enter the Event







Check the event listing in the omnibus https://licence.equestrian.ca/omnibus/
Look for key information from HTNB at www.htnb.org and www.facebook.com/HorseTrialsNB
The dressage test for each level at the event will be indicated in the omnibus
A copy of each dressage tests can be found on the HTNB or Equestrian Canada website
Fill out the entry form and submit before closing date
Include waiver, valid coggins test, proof of vaccination, memberships, and payment

At the Event





Find the show office and retrieve your show package which will include a program, a course map
with ride times and your number.
Verify when the course is open to walk as you will have to walk at least once with your coach
and once on your own.
Make note of water source, results board, bathrooms, first aid, etc.
When the event is finished, return your number and attend the awards ceremony.

Competition Turnout


Rider’s hair - long hair must be secured neatly in a way that is not distracting. Untied hair or
loose ponytails are not acceptable. Common options for securing long hair, in order of
popularity, include:
 Full hair net, with hair secured in a bun below helmet
 “Hunter hair” – full hairnet with hair up in helmet
 Single braid



Braiding - Braiding is technically optional, but it is helpful to know common practices to make
your own decisions.

At horse trials, you will see the following common options, in order of popularity:
 Horse braided for dressage only, braids removed with mane wet and combed before
jumping
 Horse braided for all phases
 Horse not braided, with mane lying flat and cut evenly to a length of 4-6”
At combined tests, horses are typically braided for both dressage and jumping (not required).
At derbies in NB, horses are typically not braided.
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Trailering Tips
Preparing for Trailering
 If possible, practice loading and unloading the horse in the trailer in advance of the event. A battle

getting onto the trailer is an unpleasant way to start the journey.
 Horses should be trailered in a leather halter or nylon halter with breakaway piece. In emergency

situations a leather halter will break more easily and less likely to injure or burn the horses head.
 Always remove all tack (saddle, bridle, etc.) from the horse when traveling.

Loading and unloading the Horse
 Make sure the trailer is secured and properly hitched to the towing vehicle before loading the horse.
Never load or leave a horse in an unhitched trailer or unhitch a trailer with a horse still inside.
Unhitched trailers are unstable and can tip on end easily.
 It’s best if two people are available to load or unload horses.
 Use a cotton lead rope or a leather lead when loading or unloading horses. Wearing gloves is
recommended.
 Before walking a horse into the trailer, make sure that chest bars and escape doors are open for the
handler to exit safely.
 Never climb over or under the dividers, chest bars, or the horse to exit the trailer. Never leave
yourself trapped in the trailer with the horse between you and the exit.
 When loading a single horse, place the horse on the left side of the trailer. When trailering two
horses load the heavier horse to the left side. This will make trailering smoother and the ride easier
for the horse because of the crown contour of the road surface.
 Always secure the butt bar/chain before tying the horses head. If the horse is tied and pulls back
before the butt bar is in place, it runs risk of breaking the tie or halter and falling down. Do not stand
directly behind the horse when hooking the butt bar in case the horse pulls back.
 When unloading, untie the horse before lowering the butt bar.
 When unloading, do not stand on the ramp or directly behind the horse in case it leaves quickly.

Traveling Safety
 Before traveling, check to see that the horse is comfortable and ventilation is adequate. The hay bag
or manger should be fasten securely so the horse cannot become tangled in it.
 Test all doors to make sure they are secured. Check that the hitch is tight. Safety chains should be in
place. Verify that all lights and brakes are operating correctly.
 Adjust your driving habits; consider slow and steady acceleration and braking. Slow and gradual turns
without acceleration through the turn. Do not exceed the speed limit.
 Remember to allow extra stopping distance when towing a trailer. Moving horses and the weight of
the trailer will push against the tow vehicle
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Helpful Resources
Horse Trials New Brunswick (HTNB)
www.HTNB.org
 Required membership
 Updated event listings
 Learning opportunities – seminars, clinics, camps
 Latest news
 Cross country schooling site information

New Brunswick Equestrian Association (NBEA)
www.NBEA.ca
 Required membership, insurance included
 HTNB LTED program information
 Rider level resources
 List of EC certified coaches
 List of all sanctioned competitions in New Brunswick

Equestrian Canada (EC)
www.equestrian.ca
 Required sport license
 Horse recordings
 Rules of Equestrian Canada – Section D Eventing
 Eventing omnibus
 Dressage tests
 National LTED information
 Rider level books

Other Helpful Links
www.horsetrialspei.ca
www.htns.org
www.foshayinternational.com
www.useventing.com
www.fei.org/eventing
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20x40 Dressage Ring Diagram
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